


OUR VALUES

SAFETY  If we cannot mine safely, we will not mine.

DELIVERY We do what we say we will do.

INNOVATION We encourage innovation and entrepreneurship.

RESPECT We treat each other with trust, respect and dignity.

HONESTY We act with fairness, integrity, honesty and transparency.

RESPONSIBILTY  We act responsibly and care for the environment, each  
 other, and all of our Stakeholders - our employees, our  
 communities and our shareholders.
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Dear All

My last three months since I took up the position as 

Country Manager for Ghana has been very momentous and 

interesting.  I’ve been welcomed into the Gold Fields family 

at a time when the company is undergoing many historic 

changes and restructuring of  its operations globally to 

position us for growth.

No doubt this year has been challenging for all of  us. But 

we must also celebrate the successes achieved during the 

year, notably in safety which is the number priority value at 

Gold Fields.

Thank you for your contribution in making Gold Fields a truly 

global mining company with safety and sustainability at the 

foremost of  our work.

The future of  the operations of  Gold Fields lies in our hands 

and this can be accomplished by our diligence and hard 

work. We are confident of  the future of  Gold Fields in 

Ghana and would like to share in that future with the people 

of  Ghana.

On a personal note, I would like to thank all who have 

welcomed me and contributed to the transition process of  

making Gold Fields a great company.

A lot of  hard work, commitment, resilience and strong 

leadership will be needed in 2013. I look forward to helping 

you on that journey.

At this time of  the year, however, we must pause and reflect, 

and I pray that you and your families have a joyful and 

peaceful end to the year.

Message From the 
Country Manager

Gold Fields Ghana has appointed Mr Pierre Charles 

Coussey, a Ghanaian businessman, as new country 

manager (Gold Fields Ghana Limited and Abosso 

Goldfields Limited). 

Mr Coussey, who is the chairman of  Marine 

Technology Consultants, assumed the new role on 1 

October 2012.

He has served as an economic and international 

relations advisor to the governments of  the United 

States and Ghana. He currently sits on the boards 

of  a number of  marine and agriculture companies in 

Ghana. His professional career includes positions as 

Technical Advisor to the Chairman of  Heinz Seafood’s 

division and at MW Brands Europe, amongst other 

senior executive roles.

Peet van Schalkwyk, Executive Vice President of  

Gold Fields’ West Africa Region, commented: “We 

are delighted to have a businessman of  Mr Coussey’s 

stature on board as our country manager in Ghana.”

Gold Fields Appoints 
New Country Manager 
For Ghana Operations 
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Gold Fields Ghana has appointed Mr. Pierre Charles 

Coussey, Ghanaian businessman, as new country manager 

(Gold Fields Ghana Limited and Abosso Goldfields 

Limited). 

Mr Coussey, who is currently chairman of  Marine 

Technology Consultants, assumed the new role on 1 

October 2012.

He has served as an economic and international relations 

advisor to the governments of  the United States and Ghana. 

He currently sits on the boards of  a number of  marine and 

agriculture companies in Ghana. His professional career 

includes positions as Technical Advisor to the Chairman 

of  Heinz Seafood’s division and at MW Brands Europe, 

amongst other senior executive roles.

Peet van Schalkwyk, Executive Vice-President of  Gold 

Fields’ West Africa Region, commented: “We are delighted 

to have a businessman of  Mr Coussey’s stature on board 

as our country manager in Ghana.”

Gold Fields Ghana Limited, Ghana’s leading mining 

company and number one gold producer, scooped six 

awards at the 2012 chapter of  the Ghana Club 100 Awards 

function held in September at the Movenpick Ambassador 

Hotel in Accra.

The awards ceremony, held under the auspices of  the 

Ghana Investment Promotions Centre (GIPC), is traditionally 

well patronised by corporate organisations, government 

officials, public and private institutions and representatives 

of  Ghana’s international development partners. Gold Fields 

Ghana emerged as the company with the most number of  

awards. 

Gold Fields Ghana maintained its positions as the largest 

company in Ghana and the nation’s highest tax payer. In 

2011, Gold Fields Ghana’s contribution to taxes totalled  

US$325 million, representing direct and indirect taxes as 

well as dividends. In the mining and petroleum industry, 

Gold Fields Ghana was also named as the sector leader 

with the Damang (Abosso Goldfields Limited) and Tarkwa 

Gold Fields Outshines at Ghana Club 100

mines ranked ranked first and second respectively. 

In the overall ranking of  the top 100 companies in the 

country, Gold Fields Ghana’s two mines, Tarkwa Gold Mine 

and Damang, were listed amongst the prestigious top 10 

best companies. Abosso Goldfields (Damang Mine) was 

ranked in fourth and the Tarkwa Mine (Gold Fields Ghana) 

was placed seventh . 

The awards ceremony  theme was ’Public Private 

Partnership; ensuring effective domestic entrepreneurs’ 

participation in Ghana’s investment development’. His 

Excellency John Dramani Mahama, President of  the 

Republic of  Ghana, in a speech read on his behalf  

urged the private and public sector to explore the many 

opportunities within Ghana’s economy. He added that the 

GIPC will create opportunities for both foreign and local 

investors. 

The Ghana Investment Promotion Centre every year 

ranks the top 100 companies in Ghana based on their 

performance in terms of  growth, profitability and size.

The Gold Fields Ghana team displaying the awards Peet Van Schalkwyk, EVP for Gold Fields West Africa 
accepting the first award from the CEO of GIPC
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Western Region honours Gold Fields Ghana

Recently, the Gold Fields Ghana signed a three-year 

sponsorship agreement with local football club, Medeama 

SC. The sponsorship package comprises an annual 

US$100,000 payment and a 52-seater bus at a cost of  

US$83,380.00, making the Tarkwa-based club the best 

corporate sponsored club in the country. Gold Fields also 

refurbished the TNA park in Tarkwa into a 12,000 seater 

capacity stadium. 

Gold Fields Ghana received recognition for this support at 

Gold Fields Ghana has been honoured with a corporate award for its support of  Ghanaian sport 

over the past few years. The company has been instrumental in the development of  sports in the 

country, especially football through its seven-year sponsorship of  the national football team the 

Black Stars. This sponsorship resulted in their sterling performance at Germany 2006 and South 

Africa 2010 FIFA World Cup tournaments.   

the Second Western Regional Sports Awards ceremony 

held at Takoradi recently.  Receiving the award, George 

Nutor, the Metallurgy Manager of  Tarkwa Gold Mine, said: 

“Gold Fields is always committed to the development of  

sports and through it the youth in every area.”  

Alfred Baku, Gold Fields Ghana’s Vice President of  

Operations,  also received  an individual award for his 

support of  golf  in the Western Region.

George Nutor, Metallurgy Manager of Tarkwa mine, receiving the award
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Gold Fields Ghana’s Kwashie Avememgah  emerged as 

the overall winner of  the 2012 MTN CEO’s invitational golf  

day held at the Takoradi Golf  Club in  October.  Kwashie 

beat over 70 golfers from prestigious golf  clubs across 

the country to take the overall prize. He also won the 

men’s longest drive category.  Mercey Werner, also from 

the Tarkwa Golf  Club, took top position in the women’s 

category. 

Gold Fields Ghana 
Wins MTN Invitational

Kwashie Avemegah displaying his trophies

MTN Ghana CEO, Micheal Ipoki presenting the overall prize to Kwashie

Tarkwa Mine Engineering Manager, Hans de Beer, going through registration Country Manager Pierre Coussey with MTN CEO and Captain of the 
golf club before tee off
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Ghana, First In Group To Launch A Regional Leadership Programme

Employees in Gold Fields Ghana became the first recipients 

in the group recently to be chosen for the prestigious 

regional Operational Leadership Programme.

Fifteen employees were chose for this programme, which 

is part of  a global initiative to accelerate the development 

of  leaders at all levels and focus their attention on building 

critical capabilities for Gold Field’s long-term success.

The MENA & Eurasia region contracted Da Vinci Institute 

of  Technology — a School of  Management Leadership 

focusing on the management of  people, innovation, 

technology and business — to deliver the regional 

Operational Leadership Programme.

The candidates were flown to South Africa for Module 1 of  

the Programme, which was held between 1-5 October. A 

kick-off  dinner was held at a prestigious venue in Bryanston, 

Johannesburg where the candidates had the opportunity 

to interact with Gold Fields Limited chief  executive Nick 

Holland. At this event, the new Country Manager for Ghana, 

Pierre Coussey, addressed the candidates on the values 

of  Gold Fields. 

During that week, candidates had the opportunity to 

engage with South African power utility Eskom and JSE-

listed technology company Altech to gauge perspectives 

on sustainability in a semi-state institution and innovation in 

a blue chip company.

Three days were spent at the Faculty of  Da Vinci in 

interactive learning sessions. 

The programme will challenge candidates to grow beyond 

their existing capacity. They are required to produce 

position papers, acting within a diverse organisational 

environment and working as managerial leaders that are 

socially accountable for their actions. Da Vinci will facilitate 

learning that will merge education, learning and work. 

Module 2 was delivered in Ghana during the first week 

of  December, with three modules scheduled for delivery 

during the course of  2013. Candidates will graduate in 

November 2013 on finalisation of  their work-base challenge 

and assignment work.

We trust that the candidates will utilise this opportunity 

constructively to not only build and grow their own capacity 

as a leaders, but also to impact on our Operations with 

their unique abilities, energy, motivation and commitment 

towards becoming the global leader in sustainable gold 

mining.  

 

The participants in the programme are:

• Jeffrey Addy, ICT Infrastructure Manager 

• Samuel Adu-Anokye, Unit Manager: Mine Planning 

• Ishmael Kusi, Unit Manager: Management Accounting 

• John Adjaye, Unit Manager: Survey 

• Sulemana Sumaila, Unit Manager: HR 

• Sampson Arthur, Unit Manager Metallurgy 

• Joseph Adusei, Chief  Geologist: Data Management 

• Anthony Nyamekye, Unit Manager Metallurgy 

• Dave Pienaar, Manager H&S 

• Casper Dzomeku, Met Manager 

• Benedict Addo, Environment Manager 

• Godfred Avane, MRM Manager 

• Robert Siaw, SD Manager 

• Kevin Butler, Unit Manager: Supply Chain 

• George Mawuli Damien, Unit Manager: HR
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HONOURING EXCELLENCY AT TARKWA

Louis Baanuo is a Business Improvement Superintendent 

in the Metallurgy Heap Leach department. He exhibited 

exceptional leadership by increasing the tertiary crusher 

output at the North Heap Leach operation through 

optimisation of  the crushers and installation of  anti-pegging 

screens. This improved screening efficiency and reduced 

downtime. He was unfailingly positive, organised, efficient, 

and worked hard on the right levers to deliver safely. His 

team members also appreciated the leadership role that 

he assumed when he provided the necessary direction, 

resources and motivation to achieve results.

Joseph Amonoo-Warden, a General Plant Supervisor 

at the CIL Plant, was recognised for his exceptional and 

extraordinary drive, leadership and enthusiasm during 

planned and unplanned shutdowns, which led to shorter 

and incident-free downtimes. Joseph always emphasised 

safety in his general plant duties and during mill relining 

activities. He is an inspirational supervisor who works 

to meet Gold Fields standards, especially operational 

standards set for his area of  responsibility – the CIL 

Process Plant, which accounts for about 70% of  the gold 

production at Tarkwa.

Joseph Quaw is a Senior Geological Assistant in the Mineral 

Resources Department. In April 2011 Joseph championed 

and managed the Teberebie pit, which led to the delivery 

of  3450 tonnes of  G-Rom at a grade of  1.87g/t. Joseph 

personally managed the ore make-up and Rom Selection 

Mining Process, thereby ensuring optimal delivery. 

Three employees from Gold Fields Ghana’s Tarkwa mine and four from Damang were among 25 employees from Gold 

Fields operations globally who won the Top Gold Fields Corporate Award “Going for Gold”. 

The “Going for Gold” Recognition Scheme was launched to reward Gold Fields’ employees who live the company’s six key 

values of  Safety, Responsibility, Honesty, Respect, Innovation and Delivery.

The employees are Louis Baanuo, Joseph Amonoo-Warden and Joseph Quaw from Tarkwa mine and Andre Pretorius, Isaac 

Tandoh, Thomas Nyarko and Fred Smit from Damang.  The employees each received certificates and a US$1,250 cash 

award at celebratory functions at Tarkwa and Damang recently. 

Going For Gold

Louis Baanuo Joseph Amanoo-Warden
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HONOURING EXCELLENCY AT DAMANG

Andre Pretorius, a Material Planner at the Finance 

Department, was also recognised for livingthe innovation 

value by suggesting that management install an under-

speed-trip on drive pulley of  crusher 3, which trips the motor 

when revolution speed drops.  This prevented crusher-

belts from being destroyed when the crusher is choked. 

Isaac Tandoh is Senior Plant Operator at the Metallurgy 

Department.  He showed responsibility by raising the alarm 

when he saw the ball mill motor slip ring running hot. He 

saved a potential re-assembly, which could have resulted 

in more than 25 hours of  production downtime on the mill.

Thomas Nyarko, a guard, saved a possible downtime of  

over 12 hours by notifying the electrical department that the 

high tension power lines at pole #49 near the mine water 

dam was emitting sparks of  fire. The electricians went to 

the scene and rectified the problem.

Frans Smit, a Mechanical Superintendent, made a 

suggestion to management that a water fill up point be 

created at the bottom of  the Damang CutBack Pit where 

water carts can fetch water for dust suppressing activities. 

This saved cost on fuel usage and ensured that more 

mileage is obtained from a set of  tires, which is the most 

expensive part of  a fleet.  Each tire cost over  US$30,000. 

Gold Fields congratulates them for living the company 

values. 

Thomas Nyarko

Joseph Quaw

Frans Smit

Andre Pretorius
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Damang Gold Mine Trains Youth In Heavy Duty Equipments

The training programme is a demonstration of  Gold Fields 

Ghana’s commitment to the socio-economic development 

of  the communities in which it operates. As part of  its 

sustainable development activities, Gold Fields Ghana has 

also put in place programmes to ensure that the youth in 

its stakeholder communities are equipped with employable 

skills and knowledge. Besides the training in heavy duty 

equipment, community members are also trained in other 

Gold Fields Ghana’s Damang mine recently held a graduation ceremony for young 

people from its stakeholder communities who received training in the operation of  

heavy duty equipment. All 20 youth graduated and were presented with certificates. 

fields such as auto mechanics, auto electrical, welding, 

spraying and hairdressing. Scholarship and bursary 

programmes are also in place to provide bright but needy 

students with quality education from the basic to tertiary 

level. 

A second set of  20 youngsters has been selected to 

participate in the heavy duty equipment training.  

Graduates with management of the mine 
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Damang Mine Embarks On Road Safety Campaign

Gold Fields Ghana’s Damang Gold mine has launched a 

road safety campaign in the Prestea Huni valley district to 

raise awareness on safe road practices. 

Employees of  Damang mine educated road users on 

common but often ignored road safety standards  such as 

wearing seat belts, drunk driving, observing road traffic 

signs, and the need for first aid boxes. The programme 

focused  primarily  on commercial drivers as they are often 

found to flout road safety regulations.

The campaign formed part of  the mine’s celebration of  

the National Safety and First Aid competition. Gold Fields’ 

number one commitment is to safety,  and this programme 

acted as an extension of  the company’s  road safety 

initiatives into its stakeholder communities. 

The highlight of  the programme was training sessions 

for members of  the Ghana Private Road Transport Union  

drivers association in the Huni Valley and Damang 

communities. The week-long campaign culminated in an 

awards ceremony to recognise  the commercial drivers 

who demonstrated competence, awareness and regard for 

the road safety standards during the programme. 

Christo Viljoen, General Manager of  Damang mine, 

explained that in line with Gold Fields’ safety value, the 

mine will continue to collaborate with road safety agencies 

such as the Driver and Vehicle License Authority (DVLA)  to 

undertake periodic road safety campaigns in the district. 

He added that Gold Fields has set in motion plans to 

rehabilitate the Damang Huni Valley Tarkwa road. Mr Viljoen 

explained that a grader and compactor machine has 

been purchased at a cost of  GHC 665,000 to rehabilitate 

the gravel section of  the road. A contract has also been 

awarded to refurbish the tarred section of  the road at a cost 

of  GHC 47,000. 

He noted that in the past the company awarded contracts 

to control dust on the road to reduce accidents. However, in 

January 2013 Gold Fields will procure three water trucks to 

ensure a more effective method of  dust suppression. “We 

hope that these interventions will go a long way to improve 

safety on our roads,” said Mr Viljoen. 

Damang Mine General Manager Christo Viljoen cuts the sod to commence work on the early childhood development centre
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The newly installed Chief  of  the Bosomtwe Divisional 

Area, Nana Kwabena Amponsah IV, thanked Gold Fields 

for helping with the development of  primary stakeholder 

communities and purchasing heavy duty equipment to 

rehabilitate the Tarkwa-Huni Valley-Damang Road.

Mr Viljoen and Nana Kwabena Amponsah IV also cut the 

sod for the construction of  an early childhood development 

centre for the Huni Valley D/A basic school. The facility, 

which is being financed by Gold Fields at a cost of  GHC 

150,000, will have two classroom blocks, offices, kitchen, 

store room toilet and urinal facilities for teachers and pupils. 

The project is expected to be completed at the end of  

February 2013.

Christo Viljoen, Damang Mine GM presenting the 1st prize to the overall best driver

• Responsible management of  cyanide used in gold mining 

• Enhance the protection of  human health, and reduce the 

   potential for environmental impacts.

Gold Fields Ghana Limited being a signatory to the 

Cyanide Code had the Tarkwa and Damang operations 

audited by an independent third party on two three-year 

periods to demonstrate their compliance with the Cyanide 

Code. To ensure compliance of  the code, the cyanide code 

training course, the first of  its kind by the consultants, was 

organised at the Tarkwa Gold Mine from 22-25 October 

for cyanide champions from both Tarkwa and Damang 

operations.

The International Cyanide Management Code for the Manufacture, Transport and Use of  

Cyanide in the Production of  Gold (Cyanide Code) is a voluntary industry programme for the 

gold mining industry to promote:

The aim of  the training was to give participants clear defined 

understanding of  the Cyanide Code and how to manage 

systems in place to continue achieving compliance. The 

course was jointly run by Arend Hoogervorst from Eagle 

Environmental and Dawie Viljoen from Afritech consultancy 

companies. 

The participants were selected from various departments 

who are involved with cyanide auditing. This included 

Engineering, Metallurgy, Environmental, Procurement 

(Contracts) and Health & Safety departments. The 

participants suggested that the course should be 

organised regularly for other employees to benefit.

Cyanide Code Training Course 
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Gold Fields Ghana Commissions Water Project At Tebe

Gold Fields Ghana has commissioned a mechanised 

borehole water system at Tebe, a catchment community in 

its operational area near Tarkwa.

A brief  ceremony to commission the project was attended 

by senior officials of  Gold Fields Ghana, the Guest of  

Honour, Her Excellency Madame Jeannette Ndlovhu, the 

South African High Commissioner to Ghana, the Municipal 

Chief  Executive of  Tarkwa Nsuaem Municipal Assembly, 

Madame Christina Cobbinah, Chief  Director of  the Western 

Regional Coordinating Council, the Queen of  Wassa Fiase, 

and representatives from the Apinto Divisional Council.

The EVP of  Gold Fields MENA & Eurasia, Peet Van 

Schalkwyk commended the community for their continued 

support and cooperation. He stated that Gold Fields 

remained committed to its philosophy of  sustainability and 

the social development of  communities in which it operates. 

To date, the Gold Fields Ghana Foundation has invested 

almost US$20million on various development projects in 

its host communities, and plans to invest a further US$1.5 

billion in expansion projects. The proposed projects would 

create significant employment opportunities for the youth in 

the communities, further improving the quality of  life.

Peet said he hoped the project would enhance the quality 

of  life in the Tebe community by providing clean portable 

water to the inhabitants. This would ensure improved health 

standards in the area.

The South African High Commissioner to Ghana 

congratulated Gold Fields Ghana for its leadership role in 

the sustainable development of  its communities. 

South African High Commissioner to Ghana Jeanette Ndlovhu delivering her address

A view of the water system 
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The new Country Manager for Gold Fields Ghana, Mr Pierre 

Coussey, paid a courtesy call to the Okyenhene, Osagyefuo 

Amoatia Ofori Panin, at his Palace, Ofori Panin Fie in Accra. 

The visit was part of  Gold Fields’ activities to introduce the 

new Country Manager to the company’s key stakeholders. 

During discussions, Mr Coussey appealed to the 

Okyenhene to ensure that traditional authorities 

collaborated with all key stakeholders to ensure a win-

win situation for communities, government and mining 

companies. He stated that it was necessary that the Chiefs, 

as custodians of  the land, engaged more directly with the 

companies so that maximum benefit could be derived from 

the natural resources. 

Osagyefuo Amoatia Ofori Panin indicaterd his  

commitment to working with all stakeholders to ensure 

that the exploitation of  the mineral resources benefited 

all, particularly communities where these resources came 

from. He commended Gold Fields for its environmental 

management and conservation drive and  pledged his 

support to the company in its environmental projects. 

New Country Manager Visits Okyenhene

Osagyefuo Amoatia Ofori  Panin, the Okyenhene

Giving Back To Society 
Through Staff Volunterism  
– Tarkwa Gold Mine Leads The Way

Employees of  the Community Affairs Department at Gold 

Fields Ghana’s Tarkwa Mine have taken steps to introduce 

Career Guidance and Mentoring Programmes at selected 

schools in the Tarkwa Nsuaem Municipal and Prestea/Huni-

Valley District Assemblies.
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Under the programme the employees will provide funds and 

dedicate time to mentor pupils at selected basic schools. 

Huniso Basic School, Gold Fields Schools Complex and 

New Atuabo Community Schools Complex were chosen for 

the programme.

The Department has in the past voluntarily embarked on 

clean up exercises in the Tarkwa Nsuaem Municipality.This 

initiative is in line with Gold Fields’ vision to be “the global 

leader in sustainable gold mining” which encourages 

voluntarism amongst employees.

At its launch event, employees formed three teams; 

each team met with final year students and teachers of  

selected basic schools and discussed topics such as 

Course Selection at Senior High School level, Career 

Path Determination and Discipline. Employees in the Gold 

Fields’ team who attended basic schools in the area shared 

their experiences growing up in the mining communities 

and the challenges they faced in their academic lives. 

Speaking to pupils at the Gold Fields Schools Complex in 

Tarkwa, Community Affairs Superintendent at the Tarkwa 

Mine, Mr. Abdel-Razak Yakubu, who is an alumni of  the 

school, pointed out that “the objective of  the programme 

is to encourage the pupils to take their education seriously 

in order to take advantage of  the numerous employment 

opportunities that exist in the mining communities”.  

The students were encouraged to pursue programmes that 

would prepare them for the mining industry.

Despite the fact that the area hosts Ghana’s only mining 

university, The University of  Mines and Technology, only 

3% of  the University’s student population is from the host 

municipality. The area is home to seven multinational mining 

companies yet only a small number of  locals occupy senior 

positions in these companies, due to the lack of  skills and 

knowledge. To correct the imbalance, employees of  the 

Community Affairs Department decided to undertake this 

initiative by becoming role models for students in the area. 

Each employee adopted two pupils who have interests 

in pursuing mathematics, science and engineering 

programmes as part of  the mentoring programme. 

Employees are then responsible for their pupils and must 

ensure that their ambitions are achieved through advising 

them on scholarship avenues, programme selection and 

studying skills.

The Gold Fields’ employees also presented books to the 

pupils. In addition, the Primary School division of  the New 

Atuabo Community Basic School was presented with a set 

of  football jerseys. These, at a cost of  GHC1, 800.00, were 

purchased with contributions from the employees. 

A cross section of the pupils at the mentorship programme 
Community Affairs Superintendent at the Tarkwa Mine, Mr. Abdel-Razak 
Yakubu, advising the pupils.
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Occupational health practitioners at the ABA hospital at 

Gold Fields Tarkwa mine recently underwent a certified 

refresher course in occupational health to arm them with an 

accepted qualification. 

The programme  was coordinated by the new medical 

service providers, International SOS, in collaboration with 

the occupational health department at Tarkwa mine. It 

served  to equip participants with internationally acclaimed 

skills in taking and measuring accurate results. This will 

assist medical practitioners in detecting disorders caused 

by potential hazards such as noise and dust, and factors 

that might lead to sight-related disorders. 

The practitioners were taken through spirometry (a 

measurement of  lung function) and  audiometry, which 

measures hearing and visual acuity. 

Following the training, the participants had to conduct 

assessments during which they had to test at least 10 

people accurately. 

This course, which is sponsored by the Tarkwa mine, is a 

stand-alone qualification that is accepted professionally. On 

completion of  all three modules, trainees will be awarded 

with certificates as occupational health technicians.

Occupational Health Training At The ABA Hospital

An instructor from International SOS taking staff through the modules
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The Gold Fields Ghana Foundation in November hosted 

a dinner for selected beneficiaries of  the Gold Fields’ 

scholarship programme and their parents and guardians.

The dinner was to honour and congratulate 12 beneficiaries 

of  the scholarship scheme who had graduated from 

various tertiary institutions across the country in 2012. 

Guests included Foundation officials, Gold Fields Ghana 

management, the traditional authorities and municipal and 

district government officials.

The Gold Fields Ghana Foundation scholarship scheme 

was instituted in 2005 as one of  its community sustainable 

development interventions to ensure that high-potential 

children in all of  its 16 primary stakeholder community had 

access to quality education. In 2010 and 2012, a bursary 

programme was added to the Tarkwa and Damang mines 

schemes respectively. 

The programme provides support for students from basic 

through to tertiary level of  education, as well as vocational 

education.  So far 517 students have either benefited or 

continue to benefit from the scheme at the Tarkwa Nsuaem 

Municipality whilst 234 have benefitted at Damang. 

Students who study mathematics, science, mining or 

engineering are given priority. 

The scholarship scheme has produced very impressive 

results. One of  the beneficiaries includes the first ever 

female student to graduate with first class honours in 

geological engineering from the University of  Mines and 

Technology, the only university in the country that produces 

professionals in programmes in the extractive industry. She 

graduated in 2008. In 2012 a beneficiary for Akoon in the 

catchment area of  the Tarkwa mine graduated with first 

class honour in management studies from the University of  

Cape Coast. All the others passed out with second class 

upper division. 

At the dinner, the Community Affairs managers Tarkwa and 

Damang mines, Mubashir Dari and Yaw Britwum Opoku 

both congratulated the graduates on their hard work and on 

successfully completing their various programmes of  study. 

They urged them to continue to work hard in their careers. 

As one of  the key focus areas of  Gold Fields Ghana’s 

community sustainable development initiatives, Gold Fields 

Ghana has over the year invested in the development of  

quality education delivery in its stakeholder communities. 

These investments include infrastructural development 

projects such as the construction of  classroom blocks, 

teachers’ quarters, ICT centres and other facilities. There 

are also agreements with local government agencies to 

train teachers in rural areas. In some cases Gold Fields 

Ghana through the Foundation top up the salaries of  

teachers to ensure that quality teachers are retained in 

these rural communities where it operates. 

Scholarship Beneficiaries Interact With Gold Fields Officials

Graduates pose with Tarkwa and Damang Mines Community Affairs Managers
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Damang Mine Plants Trees At Huni-Valley SHS

Employees at Gold Fields Ghana’s Damang mine recently  

volunteered to plant trees  at the Huni Valley Senior High 

School in the Prestea Huni valley district. 

Gold Fields’  sustainable development policy encourages  

employees to undertake at least one employee 

volunteerism programme each quarter to involve them in 

the development of  stakeholder communities. 

The management and staff  of  the mine planted 40 trees 

of  different species and carried out a painting and 

beautification exercise at the entrance of  the school in 

readiness for its 37th speech and prize-giving day. 

Mine General Manager , Christo Viljoen explained that 

the aim of  the tree planting was to inculcate a sense of  

environmental consciousness in the students.  The trees 

will also serve as wind shields. He said, “As part of  the 

company’s support for the school, employees at the mine 

will volunteer in the teaching of  mathematics, physics, 

chemistry and biology.” He explained that this was also 

being done at the Nana Amoakwa model school in the 

Damang community. 

Mr. Viljoen further mentioned that in responce to a request 

made by the school, Gold Fields approached one of  its 

contractors, Engineers and Planners, to rehabilitate the 

road leading to the school at a cost of  US$13,000.00. 

Christo Viljoen, GM at the Damang Mine planting a tree            

   Employees and the students
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Students from the Ghana International School (GIS) 

in Accra recently paid an educational visit to the Gold 

Fields Ghana Tarkwa mine to learn  about the company’s 

environmental management practices and corporate social 

responsibility initiatives. 

Alex Tease, an officer at the Environment Department, and  

Abdel-Razak Yakubu, Community Affairs Superintendent, 

provided the students with information on these two 

important areas of  Gold Fields business. 

The students were taken on a mine tour to help them better 

understand the processes involved in gold mining. They 

also visited three of  Tarkwa mine’s catchment communities 

- Samahu, Abekoase and New Atuabo - to experience first-

hand Gold Fields’ community socio-economic development 

initiatives in the areas of  health, education, water and 

sanitation and infrastructural development. 

Francis Seku, a teacher who led the GIS team, said they 

are impressed with Gold Fields Ghana’s efforts towards 

the environment and its community and planned to make 

their trip annually in order to learn more. The students were 

excited about the new things they had learnt. 

Ghana International School visits TGM

Community Affairs Superintendent, Razak Yakubu addressing the students
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Protecting the environment is one of  the key focus areas 

at the core of  Gold Fields operations. Whether in its core 

business of  mining gold or its sustainable development 

initiatives, environmental consciousness remains 

critical. Gold Fields has a comprehensive environmental 

management programme in place and has signed on to 

several international environmental agreements.

Botswana, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, 

Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Republic of  Congo, 

Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, The Gambia, 

Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

In 2006 Gold Fields Ghana led the establishment of  the 

LCA Ghana chapter in collaboration with the Forestry 

Commission of  Ghana, Ministry of  Lands and Natural 

Gold Fields Leads The Way In Environmental Conservation

In 2006 Gold Fields Limited together with the South African 

National Parks (SANParks) and the International Union for 

the Conservation of  Nature (IUCN), with endorsement from 

the African Union, founded the Leadership for Conservation 

in Africa (LCA). LCA seeks to unify African  conservation and 

business leaders to significantly contribute to conservation-

led socio-economic development in Africa. 

National LCA Chapters are established in each of  its 

Africa member countries, comprising of  representatives 

of  both conservation and the business communities of  

each country.  Member countries include Burkina Faso, 

Resources and some other corporate organisations. The 

Chapter is to identify national conservation-led projects 

with the aim of  enhancing conservation and improving the 

socio-economic development in Ghana.  Projects identified 

include the Shai Hills Resource Reserve, the Mole National 

Park and the Cape Three Points Forest Reserve. 

The Shai Hills project is the first to be embarked on by 

LCA Ghana. The aim of  the Shai Hills Resource Reserve 

enhancement project is to grow the natural capital of  Shai 

Hills by creating a visitor experience that showcases the 

natural and cultural heritage of  Ghana. 

Stanbic Bank Ghana MD, Alhassan Andani, addressing guests at the cocktail
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Since  December 2011,  following the announcement of  

its involvement in Ghana and the West Africa region at its 

maiden congress in Accra, efforts have been made to build 

on the LCA mandate to restore and develop the environment 

to the benefit of  local communities and Government in the 

fight against climate change.

One of  the key focus areas is to create awareness and 

understanding amongst stakeholders so that they buy 

into the vision of  the project and  commit individual and 

organisational resources to it. 

environment and nature which will have multiple benefits 

for us and generations to come,” she emphasised. 

 

LCA Ghana officials also visited the Okyenhene, Osagyefuo 

Amoatia Ofori Panin, the paramount chief  of  Akyem 

Abuakwa, a renowned environmentalist, to solicit  his 

support  of  the LCA’s objectives.

In June, the organisation hosted a fundraising dinner 

for representatives from corporate Ghana, traditional 

authorities and government and other dignitaries.

The project, upon completion, is expected to serve many 

purposes including; 

Cultural & Environmental hub  

Conservation and Game Viewing Destination 

Educational Hub (for Primary, Secondary and Tertiary 

Education) 

Family Outings 

Community and Crafting 

Corporate and private getaway 

Events destination  

Retreat / city getaway 

Conferencing, 

The LCA Ghana Chapter engages extensively with 

stakeholders to create awareness about the importance of  

environmental conservation in Ghana. 

A cocktail function held in May brought together 

stakeholders from corporate Ghana, the diplomatic 

missions, NGO’s and other civil society organisations. At 

this event, Head of  Sustainable Development for Gold 

Fields West Africa Operations, appealed to stakeholders 

to support LCA-Ghana and be part of  the initiative to 

develop and conserve the Shai Hills Resource Reserve.  

 

“This is an effort towards the conservation of  our 

Peet Van Schalkwyk (Director of LCA Ghana Chapter) and EVP of Gold 
Fields Ghana pose with the Okyenhene after their interaction. 

Osagyefuo Amoatia Ofori  Panin, Okyenhene, delivering the keynote 
address at the dinner as the Guest of Honour.
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beneficiaries of  the project, the Shai Traditional Council 

also pledged its financial commitment to the project. 

Samini, a popular Ghanaian musical artiste and 

ambassador for LCA Ghana launched a music video 

recorded with Chris Chameleon, a South African music 

artist and the ambassador for LCA International. The video, 

“She’s my planet”, was produced to create awareness of  

environmental conservation and proceeds from it will go to 

the LCA Ghana chapter.  

To inspire the youth about commiting to environmental 

conservation and other objectives of  LCA Ghana, the 

ambassador of  LCA Ghana, Samini, hosted a concert in 

Accra dubbed “I Love my life”. The highly anticipated event 

was headlined by Jamaican dancehall artiste Demarco.  

Also featured were popular Ghanaian music artistes such 

as Eazzy, Kwabena Kwabena and Rex Omar. 

At the Shai Hills Resource Reserve, work is currently 

underway to conserve and develop it into a pristine location 

for a wide variety of  benefits such as environmental, 

educational, tourism, business investment, leisure and 

impact the country’s economy positively.  Ongoing 

work includes construction of  luxury tents to provide 

accommodation to visitors to give a safari feel to reserve. 

The Guest of  Honour, Osagyefuo Amoatia OforiPanin, 

Okyenhene, in his address, stressed the importance of  

committing to environmental conservation if  mankind is to 

ensure its continued existence; it is crucial that we live in 

harmony with nature. He reiterated the importance of  the 

conservation project: 

“Our ancestors regulated the use of  natural resources 

carefully to ensure there would always be resources for 

future generations, for example: the forest and farms were 

always allowed to rest for two days of  every week, which 

is over a 100 days per year; a hunter always had to share 

some of  his kill with the Nana so that the Nana could ensure 

that a deer hunter only hunted deer and did not hunt more 

than he needed; and no-one was allowed to farm within 

200m of  the riverbed so as to ensure that the river remains 

clean and uncontaminated.  There is a need to integrate our 

modern life with the preservation of  our natural resources, 

to ensure a natural world for future generations.”

OkukrubuorTeye Kwasi Agyemang V, Chief  of  Dodowa, 

representing the President of  the Shai Traditional Council, 

expressed gratitude to LCA Ghana for its commitment to 

the conservation of  the Shai Hills Resources Reserve. He 

promised that the Traditional Council would do their part 

to ensure the success of  the project. Through the direct 

Samini poses with Demarco at the concert
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Damang Mine Engages Stakeholders

Damang Mine recently held its quarterly community 

stakeholder engagement forum to present an update on its 

operations. 

In line with the company’s commitment to ensuring 

that its sustainable development projects are aligned 

with the development agenda of  communities and 

the country, community consultative committees were 

formed at both Tarkwa and Damang. The Damang Mine 

Community Consultative Committee (DMCCC) is made 

up of  representatives from surrounding communities 

and includes traditional authorities, district and municipal 

government agencies and departments, among others. 

The purpose of  the quarterly meetings is to update the 

committee onthe progress on community development 

projects and to  share challenges and find solutions. 

In his presentation at the forum in November, the Community 

Affairs Manager at the Damang Mine, Yaw Britwum Opoku 

explained that many of  the projects planned for the year 

were either completed or nearing completion. However, 

some of  the projects have been moved to 2013 as a result 

of  the current operational situation of  the Damang mine 

and the need for expansion to ensure that it operated at its 

full capacity. He also stated that to manage the deplorable 

state of  the Damang- Huni Valley- Tarkwa road, the 

company has purchased a grader and compactor machine 

to ensure that the road is constantly in good shape.  With 

regards to the ongoing training programme for the youth in 

heavy duty equipment, a simulator machine has also been 

acquired which will be solely dedicated to the training 

programme. 

Mr Opoku also mentioned that the existing scholarship 

programme has been expanded to include bursaries to 

ensure that more high potential,  needy children in the 

communities benefited. 

He explained that Gold Fields was encouraged to continue 

to do more in its stakeholder communities as a result of  the 

impact that it had on the lives of  the people. For instance 

a study conducted by the Kwame Nkrumah University of  

Science and Technology on the impact of  infrastructural 

development indicated that these interventions had an 

immediate positive impact on the wellbeing of  residents. 

The District Director of  Education for the Prestea Huni Valley 

District commended Gold Fields Ghana. He explained that 

schools in the district always performed very well in the 

various levels of  the national examinations as a result of  

Gold Fields’ support in education. 

Members of  the committee expressed concern over the 

fact that government was not making an effort to fix the  

roads in the area especially considering how much Gold 

Fields pay in taxes. 

The Traditional Authority and the members of  the committee 

pledged their support to the expansion of  the mine which 

they believed will ensure the long term sustainability of  the 

Damang and benefit their communities immensely. 

Community Chiefs and Representatives at the meeting
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TARKWA MINE Bids Retirees
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Farewell
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Warmest wishes as we enter the December festive season! 

We have come to the end of  another year, and for each of  

us 2012 will hold various memories. 

There have been many successes and we faced many 

challenges. We have scooped a number of  awards, most 

notably both our mines (Tarkwa and Damang) were ranked 

in the top 10 best companies at the Ghana Club 100 

Awards. 

Equally, it has been a tough year for our operations, with 

costs rising and environmental challenges. In 2013 our 

business will require an increased focus on safety, costs, 

and performance to secure our future. 

Safety remains a key priority for us at Gold Fields, and I 

wish to appeal to you all individually to put safety first as 

we enter the festive season. This year, both Tarkwa and 

Damang achieved commendable safety records, Tarkwa 

achieved 491 Lost Time Injury (LTI) free days before an 

incident on 21 November. Damang was on 190 LTI free 

days as at 10 December. 

On the operational front, Tarkwa posted a record third 

quarter in terms of  production. Damang set a new record 

in capital waste stripping. However, despite the strong ore 

reserve Damang remains a mine in transition with the team 

exploring various options available to extend the life-of-

mine at financial returns acceptable to the business model 

of  Gold Fields. The pre-feasibility work relating to the LOM 

scenarios is currently underway and we should be able 

to communicate a plan of  action for Damang in the first 

quarter of  2013. 

So, there are exciting times ahead. 

The restructuring of  our operations globally will better 

position us for long-term growth and sustainability. As part 

of  that restructuring the South African assets, KDC and 

Beatrix, will be unbundled and will be housed under a new 

company, Sibanye Gold, when it lists on the Johannesburg 

and New York stock exchanges in February 2013. Once 

the listing happens, our region (MENA & Eurasia, which 

includes Ghana) will become the biggest in the Gold Fields 

stable.

It is important, therefore, that we are set up with the 

best operating model that positions us for growth and 

sustainability. As part of  the exciting changes, we 

appointed Pierre Charles Coussey as Country Manager for 

Ghana in October. In essence his key role is the positioning 

and representation of  Gold Fields in Ghana

I wish you and your family a blessed Christmas and 

prosperous New Year. For those travelling, enjoy your well-

deserved as we need you all back as part of  the team for 

2013. And, remember “Safety First!”.

Peet Van Schalkwyk

Note from Peet 
Executive Vice President, MENA and 
Eurasia (West Africa)
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For feedback please contact 
Akua Twumasi 
Communications, Corporate Affairs 
Gold Fields Ghana

Email: Akua.Twumasi@goldfields.com.gh




